Introduction
The radiation noise of a seagoing vessel is mainly produced by weapon emission, steering and so on, generally has characteristics of strong energy, short duration, frequent appearance, etc. For sonar, these features not only affect their own sonar performance, but also easily detected by enemy sonar. At the same time, both sonar detection or vibration and noise reduction, are carried out around the acoustic characteristics of ship, so, it is very important that how to accurately obtain the order of ship noise transient and acoustic features from the measured data.
Ship transient noise belongs to non-steady state noise, in order to analysis it accurately , the testing data of ship transient noise must be first detected to gain the beginning and end time, and then cut out transient noise from measured data, so, the accuracy of transient noise data capture will directly affect magnitude calculation results. For this, a large number of studies have been made in domestic and overseas, and the detection methods of narrow-band [1] , Power-law [2] , local instantaneous energy density [3] and higher-order statistics [4] [5] etc are put forward, these methods have their own scope of application and advantages, most are limited to the maximum peak transient noise time for testing, and unable to provide the beginning and end time. For this reason, this article is based on the power-law algorithm for transient signal waveform of the structure of the "sensitivity", combining the methods of line-spectrum extraction technology, wavelet transform, and second order partial derivative function, to extract the beginning and end noise, theoretical simulation and experimental study show that the algorithm can accurately obtain transient state noise time effectively, get ship scale and characteristics of the transient state noise spectrum, and have good engineering application value.
Theoretical Analysis

Nuttall's Power-Law Statistic
Nuttall [6] [7] firstly proposed the Power-law detector. When sequence is Gaussian white noise, the square of discrete Fourier transform magnitude is independent distribution exponential random variables, and there is no signal exist at this time After the signal appears, time series of DFT square amplitude value no longer obey exponential distribution, and distinguish signal is exist. Nuttal puts forward the basic assumption as:
where N is Analysis points, X is the square amplitude of Fourier transform result of time series,  is step function, S is transient signal, and M is the length.
The equation's basic idea can be expressed as: When there is signal, the size of the 2 data points distributed evenly over three Fourier transform, in the case of 1 H established, accurate probability distribution function depends on the transient signal itself. Due to the method is sensitive to the characteristics of transient noise such as beginning time, signal waveform structure and duration time, so, foreign scholars widely use it into underwater acoustic transient signal discrimination.
Using the power-law algorithm analysis transient signal, and comparing discriminant results with given information, as shown in figure 1 ,from figure 1 we can see that transient noise is Gaussian amplitude modulation signal, central moment is 2 s, short duration is about 0.4 s,this algorithm can well reflect the transient signal the beginning and end time. 
Line spectrum extraction and wavelet denoising
For the ship transient noise data, there are many interference signal, these signals will directly affect the extraction accuracy of transient noise analysis period of time, and noise is also bad for the characteristics of the transient signal analysis, there is a certain impact on the timing of the operation at the same time, therefore, before to the measured data processing, to eliminate the steady state signals properly and the interference of background noise is very necessary, this paper uses the line-spectrum extraction technology and wavelet transform to eliminate pattern and the interference of background noise respectively.
Assuming 
Using the theory of Fourier transform reversibility to make fourier transform of signal, extracting the characteristic spectrum, and then to inverse discrete Fourier transform, so as to realize the effect of line-spectrum extraction, also applying to the certain bandwidth of frequency spectrum.
On this basis, taking advantage of the theory of wavelet transform in signal noise reduction processing, usually adopting Mallet [8] [9] fast algorithm for signal wavelet decomposition, if k f is the signal of discrete sampling data,
, Multi-resolution analysis formula with a signal are:
Where
, is the signal approximation coefficients, and
, is detail coefficients of signals. Wavelet multi-resolution analysis is the signal ) (t y which analyzed by different temporal resolution draw together step by step, projects a known function ) (t y to orthogonal function space. The same scale wavelet function or scaling function constitute the base of a function space, and the base scale of different function space is different, and represents different frequency characteristic. By constantly projection, the component of primitive function in the random subspace can be obtained gradually, realizing signal analysis by the course and fine. Here the signal is divided into approximate part and detail part, which iscalled approximation in part refers to the signal can be projected onto a large scale low frequency into the amount of space, while the detail refers to the signal with small scale space corresponding to high frequency component. Signal reconstruction formula is:
The measured data ) (t y after eliminating static noise signal model is:
Making soft threshold processing after discrete wavelet transform of ) (t y :
In the type, S is the estimation ofS , 
Simulation
The simulation example: Signal is linear superposition of transient and steady state signal, signal length is four seconds, in the steady state noise is 20Hz and 100Hz sinusoidal signal, which is 100Hz gaussian amplitude modulation signal, center point is two seconds, pulse width is 0.4 seconds, introducing the gaussian white noise at the same time, instantaneous signal to noise ratio -15dB, the time domain waveform is shown in figure 3 . figure 4 , from which we can see that, there is two single frequency pattern, near the 2s exist transient signal, both duration and characteristic frequency have a certain deviation with simulation information, which reason is that the time -frequency resolution of short time Fourier transform is relatively low. 
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Fig . 6 The contrast figure before and after the steady state noise are eliminated On the basis of above analysis, using the power-law algorithm to a further analyze, concrete analysis results are shown in figure 7 , From the figure we can see that the power-law algorithm discriminant results appear "envelope" in the 2 s, so center point is 2 s, corresponding to the last time about 1.8 s to 2.2s, which is completely consistent with artificial intelligence. Fig. 7 The contrast figure of time domain waveform after the removal of line-spectrum and the power-law discriminant result. From what has been discussed above, using the power-law algorithm for the transient energy and the structure of the waveform signal sensitivity, combining line-spectrum excluding with wavelet denoising technique, can realize the discrimination of transient state noise in the production and end theoretically.
In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm in engineering application, further sourcing simulation test, details are as follows.
Experimental Validation
Experimentproceed on sea, using fore and aft ship well scalable hangers install the transmitting transducer and hydrophone, respectively(as shown in figure 8 ),choosing to carry out the sound transmitting and receiving test in the quiet night under the Marine environment. On the condition that emission source frequency, amplitude and phase are known, acquiring the acoustic radiation information in aqueous medium synchronously, using the transient state noise information processing method established above to analyze, so as to achieve the purpose of the verification algorithm. Testing system mainly includes launch and receiving system, launch system is mainly composed of signal source, power amplifier, and transmitting transducer, the receiving system is mainly composed of hydrophone, signal conditioning, collector and laptop computers.
The test explosion sound source is used to simulate impact signal, uses transducer send steady state noise which amplitude, frequency and phase are known, radiation noise sampling frequency is 100 KHZ, test process to ensure complete test data record. Figure 9 and 10 respectively give the underwater radiation noise figure and the time domain waveform 1/3 octave spectrum diagram, from which we can see that impact signal exist in the vicinity of 0.5 embodied as broadband spectrum on frequency spectrum, and there is 100Hz characteristic spectrum. Figure 12 Signal time domain waveform figure after radiation noise to remove interference On the basis of above analysis, using the power-law algorithm to detect transient signal generated and end, as shown in figure 13,0.515s is the center of the instantaneous signal, by the second order partial derivative function value we can know that In 0.5076s and 0.5228s curve jump phenomenon exists, respectively correspond the production and end of transient noise. 
Conclusion
Through the study of transient noise a variety of information processing method, especially for the data analysis of source validation test data on the condition of sea anchor method, we can obtain the following conclusions:
(1) The discriminated method of effective analysis moment of transient noise which is based on power-law algorithm, not only can detect the transient noise at the center of the moment, but also is sensitive to the characteristics such as the production and the end, the structure of the signal waveform, and can be used to get the ship and end point of the transient noise;
(2) Line-spectrum extraction and wavelet denoising technique based on Fourier transform can effectively remove the steady state noise and the interference of environmental noise to transient state noise; (3) Theoretical simulation and experimental results indicate that: The access method of effective analysis moment of transient noise which is based on power-law algorithm, can be well received the beginning and end time of ship transient state noise, laythefoundationof accurate calculation of the transient noise sound level, and has good engineering application value.
